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Either pair This is a live baccarat side bet where you bet on either the two ini

tial cards of the Player or Banker to be a pair.
 Typically, the payout for this side bet with pairs of different suits is 5:1, w

hile for the same suit is 25:1.
Perfect pair Like the Either Pair side bet, the Perfect Pair bet in live dealer 

baccarat is a wager on either the player or banker position to have a pair of th

e same rank and suit.
 For example, if the Banker&#39;s opening cards are two Jacks of spades.
 The typical payout for this bet is 25:1.
Dragon bonus The Dragon Bonus is a side bet entirely different from the others w

e&#39;ve discussed.
 In this side bet, you wager on the difference between the card point value of t

he player and the banker hand.
 However, most live baccarat games in Australia usually have a minimum winning d

ifference of 4.
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